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■66.

Tolkien's Creative ‘Technique
‘B eozoulf and 'The fHobbit
‘B onniejean Christensen
t is a great pleasure to m e to have been invited to speak
at this conference [The 1987 Mythopoeic Conference at Mar
quette University) - the fiftieth anniversary of the publication
of The Hobbit. It was twenty years ago that I began my work
on the relationship between Beowulf and The Hobbit, on
Professor Tolkien's transforming epic into fantasy and
elegy into affirmation. The relationship seemed so far
fetched that I was hesitant to propose it; but I received the
encouragement of several scholars I respected and ad
mired: Richard C. West, Clyde S. Kilby, Eugene Vinaver,
and Owen Barfield. And it is with thanks to them that I
developed my thesis on J.R.R. Tolkien's creative technique
in The Hobbit.

I

In his essay "On Fairy-Stories" J.R.R. Tolkien speaks of
recovery as one of the aims of fantasy, recovery in his sense
including "return and renewal of health," or "the regaining
of a clear view."1 Recovery is seeing with fresh perspective,
with new eyes, things which have lost their meaning
through familiarity:
I do not say 'seeing things as they are' and involve
myself with the philosophers, though I might venture to
say 'seeing things as we are (or were) meant to see them"
- as things apart from ourselves. We need, in any case, to
clean our windows; so that the things seen clearly may be
freed from the drab blur of triteness or familiarity - from
possessiveness. (p. 57)

It is possible to consider The H obbit2 as a fresh vision of
the world of Beowulf3; indeed, it is possible to consider it
as a retelling of Beowulf, but from a Christian rather than a
pagan point of view, and as a fantasy rather than an elegy
- as Tolkien calls the Old English poem in his significant
essay "Beowulf. The Monsters and tine Critics."4
A comparison of the two works is possible on a very
general level: each contains an unpromising hero who
achieves heroic stature; each has monsters in an ascending
scale of terror identified as "descendants of Cain," either
literally or by im plication; each has peripheral tales deal
ing with the histories of peoples, or dwarves in the case of
The Hobbit; and each, o f course, has at least one dragon. A
much more detailed comparison can be made, one show
ing that Tolkien has recreated Beowulf through a complete
retelling of it, but a retelling that denies the Anglo-Saxon
belief that within Time every man is destroyed by evil, that
the dragon waits at the end for ev eiy m an.5 It is retelling
that affirms the Christian belief than man can successfully
withstand the dragon.
In this paper I am primarily concerned with internal
evidence to dem onstrate that The Hobbit, differing greatly
in tone, is nonetheless a retelling of the incidents that
comprise the plot and the digressions in both parts of
Beowulf.
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But there is also external evidence available that
Tolkien was greatly concerned with Beowulf and with the
nature of fantasy during the period of The Hobbit's com
position. In 1936 he reads his "Beowulf. The Monsters and
the Critics" before the British Academy. It was an essay
that changed the direction of Beowulf criticism by insisting
that Beowulf had to be read as a poem, a work of literature,
rather than as a curious document illuminating history or
religion or archaeology. The next year, 1937, he published
in Great Britain The Hobbit, and the following year in the
United States; it received favorable reviews in both
countries, but was not a commercial success. Also in the
year of its British publication he composed as an Andrew
Lang Lecture "On Fairy-Stories," which he read at the
University of St. Andrew. It is an essay that affirms the
writer as a sub-creator, the Christian as an assistant "in the
effoliation and multiple enrichment of creation" (p. 73).
During the same period he composed "Leaf by Niggle"6
and began work on The Lord o f the Rings.7 And both,
differing so widely in scope and appeal, are examples of
Tolkien's concept of "sub-creation" as developed in that
essay. During this period he was also concerned with the
revision of the Clark Hall translation of Beowulf and the
Finnsburg fragment into modem English prose, a transla
tion to which he contributed a preface.8
Allowing for the difference in tone, which is consider
able, we can see the similarity in structure if we take the
main sections of Beowulf and relate to them the cor
responding sections of The Hobbit. Beowulf has of course
been criticized for being so diffuse, for putting monsters in
the center and relegating the historical material to the
edges in a hodge-podge of stories and allusions. Tolkien
has reordered this material in The Hobbit, still keeping the
monsters in the center, but interweaving the digressions
so that they are an important part of the fabric, an integral
part of the narrative. Both works can be divided into four
sections, which, following Friedrich Klaeber, we can call
"the monsters," "the descendant of Cain," "episodes and
digressions," and "the dragon."9
The part of Beowulf dealing with the monsters begins
with the prologue narrating the early history of the Danes:
the genealogy of the royal house, the building of the hall
at Heorot, and the destruction wrought by Grendel. The
first chapter of The Hobbit has the early history of the
dwarves, the establishment of their Kingdom under the
Mountain, and the arrival there of Smaug and the conse
quent destruction. In the poem, fifteen companions, hear
ing of Grendel's depredations, cross the sea to put an end
to them. In The Hobbit, fifteen companions (counting Gan
dalf) also set out, but one of them - Bilbo - is anything but
an enthusiastic champion of the cause.
Beowulf has a brief review of Grendel's nature and
companions: Grendel dwells in darkness, a descendant of
Cain, as are trolls, elves, monsters, and giants.
l>inon

u n ty d r a *

ta lk

o n w o co n ,
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c o t t s a i ond y l f e
ond o r e n e a s ,
aw ylch g lg a n ta a ,
t>a w i3 C od e w unnon
la u g t h r a g e .
(11. 111-114)

[From thence sprang all bad breeds, trolls and elves and
monsters - likewise the giants who for a long time strove
against God.]
Tolkien expands this reference to several chapters in
The Hobbit. The company meet these lesser evils on their
way to the greater evil, the dragon - the same pattern
Tolkien perceives in Beowulf.10 The company first meet
trolls and overcome them with the help of Gandalf. Next
they encounter elves, which Tolkien has removed from the
Germanic catalogue of evil creatures and placed in the
Celtic tradition of the "Good People." And then a glimpse
of giants warring against nature, giants of whom Gandalf
later says he will see about getting one to block up the
entrance to the goblins' lair. And finally the monsters, the
oreneas. The various references in Beowulf to Grendel and
to oreneas [hell-corpses] are brought together in The Hobbit
and applied to the goblins, which Tolkien calls ogres in his
criticism and ores in The Lord of the Rings.
In Beowulf we find:
Da com
G ren d el

o f m o re u n d e r m isth leo h u m
g o n g a n , C od es y r r e b « r

[Then came from the moor under the misty hills Grendel
walking, wearing God's anger] (11.710-711).

Tolkien constructs the Misty Mountains and populates
them with a breed vicious and soulless. (No need to
remind you of the fire-lit cavern in which the Great Goblin
holds court.) In Beowulf Grendel attacks an alerted troop he is described as coming on a night in which all expect
that
s ca d u h e lm a
w an u n d e r

gcsecap u
w olenum

s c r id a n

cw om an

[shadowy shapes of darkness should come gliding, black
beneath the clouds] (11.650-651).
In The Hobbit Tolkien develops the scene by contrast:
the company is unsuspecting and all the ponies are driven
off to become a meal (substituting, after a fashion, for the
one warrior eaten by Grendel), observed only by the rest
less, dreaming Bilbo who sees a crack in the wall enlarging
but is so afraid he cannot call out.
In Beowulf the hero struggles with Grendel until the
monster finds that
H yge

w s>

him

h in f u c ,

de w old e on h e o ls te r f le o n ,
secan

d e o fla

g e d rsg

hoelster fleon, secan
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[His heart was eager to get away, he would flee to his
cavern, seek his pack of devils] (11.755-756).
Tolkien has the goblins, frightened by G andalf's dis
play of fireworks, fleeing to their cavern and their com
panion devils.
The special grudge the goblins have against the dwar
ves is reminiscent of the Freawar episode (11.2024-2069),
in which Beowulf speculates that a certain feud will be
renewed when some old warrior draws his chief's atten
tion to a sword now in the possession of the other side. A
similar recognition scene occurs in the cavern in The Hob
bit, not of an heirloom previously belonging to the goblins,
but of a sword familiar to them because it had claim ed so
many of the as victims. As Grendel gives up his arm and
shoulder, and eventually his life, to Beowulf, so the Great
Goblin loses his life to the sword flashing in its own light,
once he recognizes Orcrist [Goblin-cleaver]. H ere we have
Tolkien's skillful interweaving of an incident with the
main plot, correcting a criticism frequently leveled at
Beowulf, that it is not integrated, but a collection of inci
dents surrounding the plots of the two parts.
In the com pany's escape Bilbo is lost, and Chapter V,
"Riddles in the Dark," introduces Gollum, a descendant of
Cain, and the killer of his brother hobbit, as we are to learn
in The Lord o f the Rings. Gollum partakes of the nature of
both Unferth and of G rendel's mother, and the scattered
incidents concerning them in Beow ulf are drawn together
in The Hobbit. In Beowulf Unferth taunts the hero, or as the
poem has it, onband beadurune [unbound a battle-rune, or
battle-runes] (1.502), and one meaning of "battle-runes" is
"riddles," as Tolkien him self points out elsew here.11
Beowulf accuses Unferth of fratricide. Each tells his own
version of Beowulf's swim ming contest with Breca (which
Tolkien transform s later, in the battle with the giant
spiders). And Unferth lends Beowulf his sword Hrunting,
a name which can be glossed "Sting."
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In The Hobbit in Chapter VI the incident with the
goblins and the w argsin the woods incorporates the whole
of the Finnsburg fragment. Tolkien has the Lord of the
Eagles summon his warriors to him when he becomes
aware, in the moonlight, of the flash of fire, the howling of
the wolves, and "the glint of the moon on goblin spears and
helmets, as long lines of the wicked folk crept down the
hillsides from their gate and wound into the w ood." How
sim ilar in detail to the Finnsburg fragment, where the
mighty chief sees fire flashing:
» c h e r fo r t* b c r * 3 , f u g c l a i «ing& 3 ,
g y llc 3 g r B g b t m a , gu S w u d u h y ln n c 3 ,
a c y ld a c e f t e o n c w y S . Nu « c y n c 3 t>c« m ono
w » 3 o l u n d e r w o lcn u m i nu t r i i a S w t a d e d t ,
3 a d is n e f o l c e s n )3
f r t m m a n w ille d .

(11. 5-9)
[but here they bear forth weapons, the birds sing, the
grey-coated wolf howls, there is a din of spear, shield
answers shaft. Now shines the moon fitful beneath
clouds. Now arise evil deeds that will further this hatred
of the people.]
The hatred is furthered, of course, giving the goblins
one more score to settle at the Battle of Five Armies. This
part of the story is not left a fragment, however: the eagles
rescue the besieged com panions, and Tolkien tells us, ’So
ended the adventures of the M isty M ountains."
W hat can be called "episodes and digressions" in
Beowulf provides the details for the middle part of The
Hobbit, primarily, though a few are used in the conclusion
of the fantasy to tie up the loose ends of narrative. The
middle part is concerned with Beom , the giant spiders, and
the Elvenking. Tolkien's narrative skill is nowhere more
evident than in his successful reweaving of so many
strands of story.

You will remember too that in Beowulf the hero risks his
life in descending an unknown trail to a lair of water
monsters and in a cavern there fights G rendel's mother,
who is safe from his sword Hrunting, but vulnerable to a
magic artifact he finds there - the sword with which he
dispatches her.

Among the episodes and digressions that Tolkien here
incorporates from Beowulf are the feasting and gift-giving
and recapitulation of events that occur at H rothgar's table;
Beowulf's following of the trail of Grendel to the mere
where his mother's lair is; Beow ulf's taking of trophies,
specifically, G rendel's arm and later head; the story of the
sea-battle with the nicors; and the story of the hateful
queen Modthryth.

From these varied elements Tolkien has created Gol
lum, who dwells on a rock in an underground lake, around
which are many ancient creatures unknown even to the
goblins. W hen Bilbo encounters Gollum, the two engage
in a riddle contest in which Bilbo's life is the prize. In the
end, it is not the sword which he is to name "Sting" that
saves him, but a m agic artifact, the ring, which he finds in
the cavern.

In The Hobbit we meet Beom , a skin-changer, who is
sometimes a man and som etim es literally a beo-wulf, a bear.
With him there is much feasting and retelling of events
and, upon the com pany's departure, much giving of gifts.
During the com pany's visit, Beom retraces their steps to
confirm their story, and returns with trophies of their
enemies, a w arg skin and a goblin head - close enough
parallels to the concluding scenes in H rothgar's hall.

W hen Bilbo reaches the surface again, he finds the
dwarves lamenting his loss, as Beowulf found his men
mourning for him.

Tolkien has his com pany plunging into the forest,
which replaces the sea, and has as their antagonists giant
spiders rather than nicors, the sea monsters. In the passage
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in Beowulf which is the source, Beowulf is telling of the
Breca incident, in which he and his companion are driven
apart in the sea and the anger of the nicors is aroused. He
continues:
M e to g r u n d c te a h
fa h f e o n d tc a d a ,
f«estc haefde
g r im on g r a p e ;
b w *l> rc w ea rcl,
beet ic a g l s c a n
o rd e g c r a h t c ,
h ild c b ille ;
h cabo raes fo r n a m
m ib tig m c r e d e o r
t>urh m in e hand
C1I. 5 5 3 -5 5 8 )

[A fierce cruel brute dragged me to the ground (bottom),
held me grim in his grasp, but it was granted me to reach
the monster with my sword-point, with my battle-blade.
The war-stroke destroyed the mighty sea beast through
my hand.]
Bilbo has an encounter in the dark with a great spider,
after he and the dwarves are driven apart, and is held
down while the spider attempts to poison him. He is able,
with much struggling and the aid of his sword, to kill it.
As a result of his single combat, Bilbo gains confidence in
himself, knowing he is capable of heroism. The rest of his
activities in freeing the dwarves correspond to Beowulf's
description of the remainder of his battle with the nicors,
though Bilbo is aided by a magic ring instead of by in
human strength, as Beowulf is. Bilbo can say of the spiders
what Beowulf says of the nicors:
N aaa

h i*

3sr*

f y ll e

g * f* k n
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[There afterwards on the throne he was famous for
generosity, while she was alive, held high love toward the
lord of heroes.]
Tolkien seems to have this passage in mind in describ
ing the change in the Elvenking in later chapters, when the
Elvenking comes to the aid of Bard and the men of Laketown, when he offers sanctuary to Bilbo after the latter's
betrayal of Thorin, and when he names Bilbo "elf-friend
and blessed."
In Beowulf the transition between Part I and Part II has
the completion of the company's sea-crossing, their moor
ing their ship, their arrival at the stronghold, and their
report to Hygelac, who gives great gifts to the hero and his
men. In The Hobbit there are comparable events: barrels,
instead of a ship, lashed to moorings; the company creat
ing a stir by their arrival; and the banquet and the
company's report to the Master, who, from mixed motives
indeed, gives them provisions to continue their quest.
The remainder of Beowulf and of The Hobbit is con
cerned with the dragon. The Beowulf-poet summarizes
three hundred years of dragon history in a few lines:
o 3 3 act an o n g tn
d a o rcu m n ih tu m
d ra c k r ic s ik n ,
sa 3 a on b e tu m heebe
h ord b a w e o to d c ,
•tk n b c o r h a ta a p n c ;
a tig u n d e r la g
cld um u n cu 3 .
(11. 2210-2214)

h * fd « n

[They had no joy of that feast] (1.562).
The company's next adventure is with the Elvenking,
modeled on Modthryth, a queen the Beow ulf-poet mentio n s(ll. 1931-1962). Modthryth in her youth was suspi
cious and proud and vengeful, but after her marriage to
Offa came in time to use her offices well. When we first
hear of her, she is moved by violence of mood because of
fancied insult, ready to cast anyone into deadly bonds.
This is approximately the situation, you will remember,
between the Elvenking and Thorin. The Elvenking is easily
offended and excessively suspicious and casts Thorin into
a dungeon. Later the Beow ulf-poet indicates that men at
their ale-drinking (1. 1945) discuss the change in the
queen's behavior; Tolkien uses the drinking motif, apply
ing it to the steward and chief guard whom Bilbo over
hears discussing the banquet and the evening's work in
sending empty barrels down to Lake-town. The Beowulfp o e t concludes with a description of M odthryth's activity
after her marriage, in which she is praised for her good
ness:
3 * r hlo a y 3 3 * n w a ll
in g u m s to la ,
god* m a rc ,
lifg e s c a a fta
lifig c n d a b r a k e ,
h told a h a a h lu fa n
w i3 h s l a b a b r a g o
<11. 1951-1954)

[until in the dark nights a certain one began to hold sway
- a dragon, who on the upland heath kept watch over a
hoard, a steep stone-barrow; below lay a path unknown
to men.]
The expansion of this material in The Hobbit is obvious;
every detail is used literally. The lines actually dealing
with the thief number less than two dozen in the poem. In
The Hobbit these few lines are expanded to a chapter (xi).
From Beowulf we leam also that a thief, not of his own
accord, flees to the cave and sees the sleeping dragon and
carries off a precious cup ( 1 1 .2 2 1 5 -2 2 3 0 ). We leam from a
later retrospect that the dragon upon waking finds the
footsteps of the one who
to

fo r3

g a a to p

d y rn a n

c ra ft*

h a a fd c

n aab

[had walked forward and close to the head of the dragon
by his stealthy craft] (11.2289-2290).
These events are telescoped in The Hobbit, and we find
Bilbo examining the sleeping dragon and his hoard and
walking invisible near his head with the help of the magic
ring. As the thief in Beowulf takes a cup for reparation,
Bilbo takes one in reparation of the low opinion the dwar
ves still occasionally have of him: he is frightened, "but still
he clutched the cup, and his chief thought was: T v e done
it! This will show them. "More like a grocer than a burglar"
indeed! Well, we'll hear no more of that'"
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The Beowulf -poet next has a company of thirteen return
with the unwilling thief to examine the treasure, and at the
end of the poem has a group enter the cave to despoil it, a
group led by one with a flaming torch. Tolkien combines
these separate events. You will remember (Gandalf having
left the group before the crossing of Mirkwood) the de
scent of Thorin and his twelve followers with - or more
accurately, after - Bilbo when that burglar makes his third
excursion into the cave, carrying a burning pine torch. And
you will remember their taking wealth and armor and
weapons, though Fili and Kili were less practical, spending
time playing on the harps removed from the wall. You will
remember, too, Bilbo's concealment of the Arkenstone. But
more of that after the dragon.

Arkenstone and to expand on the theme of the destructive
ness of lust. One digression (11.1197-1201) seems to indi
cate that the necklace worn by the goddess Freya at one
time was stolen from the Gothic king Eormenric by the
betrayer Hama. In The Hobbit the Theft of the stone is
developed by Bilbo's stealing Thorin's Arkenstone (Chapi
ter XIII) and his later giving it to Bard to facilitate treaty
d is c u s s io n s (C h a p te r X V I). A n o th e r d ig re ssio n ,
H erem od's tragedy (11. 1709-1922), is paralleled by
Thorin's tragedy: greed turns each of the rulers into a cruel
and miserly tyrant. Hermod, the "war-minded," is the
prototype of Thorin under the spell of the Arkenstone, for
of Heremod it w as said

Tolkien in The Hobbit patterns Sm aug's behavior on
that of Beowulf's dragon, but with a sim pler and tidier
chronology. In both the dragon is enraged by the theft,
examining his barrow carefully for the thief, and each
waits until nightfall to descend on the countryside to take
vengeance. Even the scorching of the hero in Beowulf is
included in The Hobbit, but shifted to the time of the inter
view between Smaug and Bilbo. You will remember that
their battle consisted o f a riddle contest, ending abruptly
when Bilbo taunts the sensitive Smaug, who in turn singes
the hair of the fleeing hobbit. Thus Tolkien reduces to a
verbal contest the battle between Beowulf and the dragon,
as he had earlier reduced the fight between Beowulf and
Grendel's dam.
For the fight between Bard and Smaug in The Hobbit,
Tolkien draws his details from the of Sigemund, Recited
in the first part of Beowulf after the visit to the mere (11.
874-914). Bard, of course, performs in The Hobbit the ac
tions attributed to Sigemund, killing the dragon and
having great prosperity after the death of a greedy and
battle-prone ruler. And like Sigemund, he is of royal de
scent, though this is recorded of Sigemund not in Beowulf
but in the Voluspa. And Sigemund's foe, the Beowulf -poet
tells us, is burned up in his own heat: Wyrm hat gemealt
(1.897). Smaug suffers (Chapter XIV) the same fate, falling
on the town: "His last throes splintered it to sparks and
gledes. The lake roared in. A vast steam leaped up, white
in the sudden dark of the moon. There was a hiss, a
gushing swirl, and then silence." Here again Tolkien has
combined separate incidents from Beowulf, it is at the end
of the poem that the warriors push the dragon over the cliff
into the sea.
Through the last part of The Hobbit there are some
episodes and digressions w oven in, primarily those deal
ing with the eorclanstanas and the various greedy rulers
who were unjust to their faithful men. Eorclanstanas is a
word occurring once in Beowulf, where it signifies "pre
cious jewels" and has the connotations of "briliant" and
"opalescent" (1. 1208). Tolkien produces the Arkenstone,
the heart of Thorin, and interweaves three of the digres
sions in the poem to develop the im portance of the

ne g c w e o x he him to w illa n ,
* c to w c l f c i l l t an d to d ee d cw&lum
D cn ig a lcod u m

[he grew great not for their joy, but for their slaughter, for
the destruction of Danish folk) (11.1711-17712).
The third digression is H ygelac's fall (11. 1202-1214),
which refers to Hygelac's last expedition and terms it both
unwise and fatal. It is paralleled in The Hobbit (Chapter
XVII) by Thorin's last rash battle, which brings destruction
on himself and on "many men and many dwarves, and
many a fair elf that should have lived yet long ages merrily
in the wood."
After Beowulf kills the dragon and himself dies, his
people fear that old enm ities will be recalled and old
hatreds renewed through warfare. In a retrosp>ect the mes
senger who reports his death also recites the events that
occurred long before at the battle of Ravenswood and
predicts the battle to come. This material Tolkien applies
in The Hobbit to the events after the death of Smaug: the
preparations of goblins and others to attack the defenders
of the M ountain and, as it came to be called in the history
of Middle Earth, the Battle of Five Armies that took place
at Ravenhill.
In both Beowulf and The Hobbit there is an old feud and
the motive of revenge: Ongentheow to avenge his queen;
the goblins their Great Goblins - and the withdrawal of the
defenders - the Geats to Ravenswood and the elves to
Ravenhill. The figh t, in b oth , lasts until dawn. The
defenders are in despair until their chief arrives to rally the
forces. In Beow ulf
F r o f o r e f t g c la m p
ttr ig m o d u m
to m o d s r d s g c ,
s y 3 3 a n h ie H y g e la c e s
h o r n ond b y m e n
g c a ld o r o n g e a to n ,
t>a s c g o d a com
le o d a d u g o S c
on la s t f a r a n .

Cll. 2941-2945)
[Relief came afterwards with the dawn to the sad-hearted
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ones when they heard Hygelac's horn and trumpet
sounding, when the herd came on their track with a
pricked body of troops.]

•< h s f d c znon cy nn cs
m in e g e f r s g e ,
le o h te s te bond
lo f e s to w y r e e n n e ,
h co rt& n u n h n e a w e s te
h rin g a g e d a lc s ,
b e o rh tra b e a g a .
(11. ? l - ? 4 )

In The Hobbit Tolkien expands on the same inddent:
Suddenly there was a great shout, and from the Gate
came a trumpet call. They had forgotten Thorin! Part of
the wall, moved by levers, fell outward with a crash into
the pool. Out leapt the King under the Mountain, and his
companions followed him. Hood and cloak were gone;
they were in shining armour, and red light leapt from
their eyes. In the gloom the great dwarf gleamed like gold
in a dying fire.
'To me! To me! Elves and Men! To me! O my kinsfolk!'
he cried, and his voice shook like a horn in the valley.
Noting the differences in chronology, we see that
Beowulf has time for a dying speech, and so does Thorin.
Beowulf can look upon death knowing he has not broken
the two great pagan prohibitions - false swearing and the
murder of kin - and that he has merited the lof, the praise,
of his peers. Within the context of his pagan world, Tolkien
sees him achieving all that can be expected o f a man who
must lose his battle within Tim e,12 Thorin (Chapter XVIII)
does not have that comfort - the death of a good pagan,
for he has lied to Bard in refusing to reward his aid and he
has caused the death of kin through his pride - but he
achieves a reconciliation of himself to the world and to
what lies beyond Time. He renews his friendship with
Bilbo and he realizes the little worth of the treasure for
which he is sacrificing his life. It is his nephews who
achieve the pagan ideal, the praise of their peers, for "Fili
and Kili had fallen defending him with shield and body,
for he was their mother's elder brother."
Both Beowulf and Thorin receive a burial worthy of
their station. The poem ends at this point, but The Hobbit
concludes where it began, at Bilbo's hobbit-hole under the
Hill. Tolkien interweaves the remaining episodes and
digressions from Beowulf in order to complete this circle
of the year and the circle of the journey. As one queen,
Wealtheow, gives Beowulf a precious circlet B ru c

H isses

baag es,

B eo w u lf

lc o f a

(1. 1216)
- and he in turn gives it to another queen; Hygd w raetlicn e

w u n d u rm s S Ju m

[a splendid wondrous treasure] (1.2173)
- so Dain, the new King under the Mountain, gives Bilbo
a necklace of silver and pearls and he in turn presents it to
the Elvenking, who names him "elf-friend and blessed."
We are reminded of the king in YHdsith whose name
AElfwine can be translated as "Elf-friend," who, we are
told, was most liberal in bestowing gifts:

[he had of all mankind, as I have heard, the readiest hand
to work praise, the most liberal heart in the distribution
of rings, bright necklaces.]
The second series of Swedish wars alluded to in Beowulf
(11 2354-2396) are transformed in The Hobbit into the his
tory of Bard subsequent to the Battle of Five Armies, when
he becomes protector of the Master of Lake-town (Chap
ters XIV and XIX), as Beow ulf becam e protector of
H eardred, the son of the dead Hygelac, and of the
widowed queen Hygd, and later when Bard becomes Lord
of Dale (Chapter XIX), as Beowulf became king after
Heardred's death.
"The Song of Creation" (11.90-98), occurring near the
beginning of Beowulf, is described by Tolkien on his essay
on Beowulf as "the song of the minstrel in the days of
untroubled joy, before the assault of Grendel, telling of the
Almighty and His fair creation" (p. 101). In The Hobbit this
song is represented by Gandalf's speech at the end of the
story. It is a speech that affirms divine creation and preser
vation and is the only direct reference in the story to an
ordering force in the universe.
Selectivity is Tolkien's hallmark in applying traditional
material to his own literary works. Besides using both the
plot and all the incidents from Beowulf, he reworks smaller
units of material. He distributes the characteristics of the
hero Beowulf over various individuals in The Hobbit, in
cluding on occasion Gandalf, Bilbo, Thorin, and Bard. He
draws upon his concept of Heorot as a lighted place in the
dark night of evil for the creation of various places of
refuge in The Hobbit - Elrond's house, The cavern in the
Misty Mountains, Beom 's hall, and the dwarves' kingdom
under the Mountain. He elaborates on casual references to
places and objects in Beowulf to create important matter in
The Hobbit, including the M isty M ountains and the
Arkenstone. He borrows selectively and creatively from
other sources - the Eddas, Widsith, and the Finnsburg frag
ment.
Tolkien has used the general techniques of expansion,
transposition, and negation, the statement of the contrary,
in transforming Beowulf into The Hobbit. He has converted
what he calls in his criticism of Beowulf "an Heroic-elegiac
poem" (p. 85) into an affirmation of faith by transforming
the theme. Beowulf he sees as an elegy on man's heroic
struggle against inevitable defeat in Tim e; The Hobbit, his
response to this concept, is the affirmation that man has
the possibility of resisting and overcoming evil within
Time. It illustrates a principle he puts forward in his essay
"On Fairy-Stories," the principle of the eucatastrophy, the
consolation of the happy ending (p. 68).
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Tolk ien's literary work derives its scope from his
medieval studies and its form from his theory of subcrea
tion, the rearranging in the secondary world of the artist
the components perceived in the primary world. He has
rearranged material in Beowulf as he interprets it from his
own scholarly and Christian perspective to create The
Hobbit. He has given us the opportunity for seeing with
new eyes things which have lost their meaning through
familiarity, for "seeing things as we are (or were) meant to
see them."
W
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CeCebration o f ‘Taster JbeppCezvater’s
Mocf^TurtCe (1935)
All the assembled authors were discussing the ex
traordinary behavior of the Book of the Moment selectors
in awarding their ephemeral crown to Tasker
Hepplewater's Mock Turtle. ’1 finished this book," one
distinguishing adjudicator had said, "with the tears run
ning down my face."
— Dorothy L. Sayers, Gaudy Night, Ch. XI
Hidden and deep the writer's meaning lies,
about a swimming instructor, whose weary eyes
had seen the bathing beauties, seen them all,
had seen them swim a little, sunbath and loll;
mysteriously, his id in ashes dies.
Upon a whaler then, 'neath northern skies,
a female Eskimo the hero spies
who's covered with furs - her beauties him enthrall,
hidden deep.
Brought to a London suburb, quickly she hies
with a vegetarian nudist; the hero plies,
his ego in ashes, unto the Aquarium hall
to watch a turtle swim within its shell
(such is the meaning expressed which wins the prize),
hidden and deep.
— JoeR . Christopher

